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Uther’s Ukase


Uther’s Decree

Uther, just an ordinary hoofed animal (as a ruminant, swine, horse, tapir, rhinoceros or hyrax), normally quiet and not prone to much speaking, suddenly burst forth with demands and final decrees; demands that cannot possibly be carried out. “Come together now with one goal all who are not of one accord. Create a city on the planet Uranus. The freedom for us all to use the resources there for our own enjoyment is unlimited.”

Vaniloquent Vicuna

Very vaniloquent, vocating, vagabond Vicuna vomits vocabulary. Verbiage voided, vivified, verbose Vicugna vicuna voraciously voyages vast versant valleys.

An extremely wordy Vicuna prone to much talk and wandering around in an idle manner spews forth his list or collection of words. Once emptied of his lexicon the uplifted Vicuna of the genus Vicugna, given to wordiness, continues to explore large slanted hills with great apatite and gusto.

Wryneck Woodpeckers

Wild, whacky Wryneck; winged welwilly woodpecker. With whining words wee woodpecker waxes wonderfully whilst Wryneck’s wonder-wench watches wantonly.

Waesucks. Woodpeckers wuzzle.
Old World Woodpeckers

Undisturbed and living in a state of nature, Wrynecks are old world woodpeckers that can turn their heads almost 360 degrees. Kind and generous, these little birds utter beautiful whining noises while their sweethearts, showing no thought or care for the rights, feelings, or safety of others, look on with mischievous excitement.

Alas they mingle.

Xenomys

Xylophagous, Xenomys xantippe, x-rayed xanthodont Xantis.

A Species of Rodent

A mouthy, wood eating, scolding female member of the rodent genus Xenomys, x-rayed a yellow toothed yak.

Yaks

Yestreen, yonder yauld yaks yammered; yak, yak, yak, yak, yak.

Yesterday’s yeepsen yabber: yawn.

A Large Long-Haired Wild Ox

Last evening, at a distant place within sight, energetic long-haired oxen uttered loud noises persistently; nothing but chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter, chatter.

That was the day before: a double handful of yesterday's talk. They take in a deep breath from the lack of sleep.
Zany Zebras


Flamboyant Black And White African Horses

Jeepers, all of a sudden, with great pleasure, flamboyant black and white African horses from Zimbabwe, warmed by the sun, act funny to amuse others by all of a sudden moving quickly at sharp angles in a too and fro pattern with great enthusiasm. Their bodies in a drowsy and stupid state of mind, thoroughly wiped out, the African equines catch some z’s.

Humpty-Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty-Dumpty had a great fall;
All the king’s horses,
And all the king’s men
Couldn’t put Humpty-Dumpty together again.